


the idea for this mixtape/zine came late one
night, all nestled up with my wikipedia (where "we learn
our histories from," to quote a friend), when i learned
that Patrick Cowley, like the divine Sylvester with
whom he'd collaborated, had contracted hiv. my first
instinct was to ball, which i did, thinking about all the
beautiful faggots we've lost. but, goddamnit, they
lived their lives! they did what queers have always
done, overcome adversity. they clawed out a piece of
the world for themselves, for others like them, and
finally died, like we all get to do one day. not all of
the artists on this cd are fags, but they all had to fight
for their music, and they will all continue to live
through that music.

when i can't get to sleep at night, sometimes i
imagine all of these people hanging out together.
Arthur and Patrick geeking out on their synthesizers,
soldering a knob onto anything they can find; Klaus and
Sylvester going over the finer points of opera divadom;
Freddie and Jermaine cutting and piecing together
power suits that would make vyes saint-laurent shit a
glitter bomb; David smoking in the corner, watching and
watching. it's not all sympatico, they have their fights,
like any room so full of personality would do, but it's
that battle what makes them and us stronger. and for
that they will always win and live forever. they did not
settle but were fierce.

the artists on this cd have brought so much
beauty into my life and the world and ultimately died a
slow death of their own bodies being stripped of their
defenses. when things like that happen and don't make
sense to me, i like to make up a new story about how it
should have gone. in my head, which is to say, in my
personal universe (and therefore in a certain version of
reality, thereby making it real, if only from a certain
angle), there are people who have simply been born
into the wrong universe. that no matter how hard they
try, how good their hearts, however much they struggle

to get along, they constantly find that nothing comes
out right. it is not due to any fault of our own, but
only an accident of birth, that we don't live in worlds
that welcome and appreciate us. to my friends, family
and heroes that try to make this world fit as best they
can, i dedicate this zine/cd.

and finally to my aunt Joanne (or JoAnn or
Johanne, i'm not really sure), another mythical giant in
my life who was taken by this horrible virus. she never
told her blood family that she was sick until the very
last weeks of her life, because of fear, because of
intergenerational abuse, because of shame, because her
chosen family in san francisco probably gave her all
the care she needed, or for some reason i will never
know. i hope that in some small way the accompanying
zine, the stories it contains and the adoration in which
it is saturated will exorcise some of the stigma out
there; that queers, addicts, sex workers know they
have a strong lineage that has been hurt but not
broken; that folks with hiv know they are loved.
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Sylvester made the most beautifully political records ever,
but they’re political in the best sense of the word. Not in a

didactic sense. That’s always been an important thing for me.
-Prince Language

My first Sylvester record was Step II (1978), from which
most of his biggest hits come, "You Make Me Feel (Mighty
Real)" and "Dance (Disco Heat)." I didn't know this at the time
or anything about Sylvester, just a baby in middle school,
crate digging for albums that caught my eye. At three for a
dollar, i could cart away plenty of music and risk very little.
So i ended up listening to lots of classical, southern rock and
disco, but something about Sylvester made me go back for
more. Was it the warmth of his voice, the sweet energy of it
all, the homo undercurrents?

My fave album now is Stars (1979), comprised of four
extra-long dance tracks. The music is nice and bangin, layered
and progressive, but the lyrics really give these songs their
immense weight. The first side is "Stars" and "Body Strong,"
two super uplifting songs. "You are a star, everybody is one.
You are are a star, and you only happen once." "You make my
body, body strong." These are followed by bummer jams "I
(Who Have Nothing)" and "I Need Somebody to Love Tonight,"
songs that actually speak more strongly to Sylvester's
origins as a Billie Holiday interpreter.

He started singing in Chinatown at the Rickshaw Lounge.
Creating a stage show called, "The Women of Blues", he

performed as "Ruby Blue" and paid homage to Billie Holiday,
Lena Horne and Bessie Smith. Sylvester became venerated

throughout the Bay Area for his dead-on allusions to divas of
the past, as well as his powerhouse voice.

- Mervin Malone

To be clear, i love these melancholy tunes just as much
as the sugary openers. Dancing for me is many things:
exercise, a way to hang out around people without needing to
talk, exhibitionism. It's an opportunity to flow between deep

introspection and meditative emptiness, childish joy and stoic
resolution. There are few albums that let me navigate these
with such effortlessness, but Stars kindly lets me forget and
feel aeons in the space of an hour.

Maybe that's the political dimension to which Prince
Language refers, the way that feeding breakfast to working-
class children can be politically engaging. Feeding the soul
seems political (and Sylvester alone has nourished millions),
so to get young men worked up enough they can't help but
dance their bedrooms up a storm (no way was this just me,
"everybody is one").

Or was it Sylvester's endless battle with the media-
industrial complex over gender expression? Rumour has it
that the bigger and more beloved he became, the more execs
tried to cut away at his style and spirit. "Later pressure from
the label to "butch up" his image would result in him
attending meetings in full-on drag." Or Sylvester's climb to
worldclass performer in a white supremacist, heterosexist
femme-phobic country? Or something else?

He will always be a pivotal figure in
my life and has changed our

society in ways still far beyond
comprehension. Sylvester was
there for some of us before we
even knew how much we
needed him. For others, he was
probably the leader they'd
always been looking for, just
that track they'd been waiting

for all night or a kindred soul,
another light in the void.
For these reasons and
more, Sylvester will
always be a part of my
life and one of the
people i will always
turn to in need.
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This man made music nobody else could have. He was
a geek, okay. A giant, dorky stud of a man who studied
synthesizers and pre-digital electronic music when it was
just starting up. There were a few people there at the
beginning, and some of them are already well known and
might have an instrument named after them. Moog, Casio
(Kashio), these dudes built things that in the early 70s were
clunky, expensive toys. Patrick Cowley got inside of these
machines, teased out their secrets and made them squeal.
More than that, he made them pop, being the first of these
wizards to see the potential of incorporating such a
futuristic sound into music that would go on to move the
masses.

Like my life, his
career began with
Sylvester. He'd
already been working,
programming sounds
for other people and
even releasing an
album, Megatron Man,
but he wasn't yet
known outside of a
small avant garde.
Then, after playing
some tapes of the
music he was making
for Our Diva,
Sylvester invited him
to re-work the early
hits "(You Make Me
Feel) Mighty Real"
and "(Dance) Disco
Heat". These songs
took both artists to
career highs and
gave Cowley the

means to start up his own label, Megatone. Cowley and
Megatone would go on to spearhead Hi-NRG, the faggiest
party music to date. For this alone, he should be a queer
household name.

"Patrick was fun. He was funny and never too serious. At
the time he was very into his Masculine Music trip. We
often talked of doing these great gay records about

hanging around in deep dark places doing these nasty
and wonderful things."

-Sylvester

And Patrick was just beginning, only just setting foot
on the momentous career that would have been. His music
was getting more sophisticated, personal and anthemic.
Menergy and Megatron Man have not aged that well. They
are clearly from a particular time, in a particular
neighborhood, at a particular time of night. The last song he
produced for Sylvester was "Do You Wanna Funk," a massive
hit. His final album, Mind Warp, is lyrically and sonically rich
enough to uncover something new with each listen. Most
producers working today have yet to reach his level of
complexity and might even learn something from going back
to give Patick a listen, Patrick Cowley, who taught himself
to play music by ear, by listening to the sounds his fingers
made on the keys, and went on to redefine music..
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B E T W E E N D I S C O A N D S C A R E C R O W S

last night i had the craziest dream that arthur russell
was fucking me and that i came without touching my cock
even once. this morning i wake up and stumble into my
kitchen in my underwear – the window was left open and
the cats have been coming and going all night. one of them
is sleeping atop the stereo and i try and turn it on without
waking her.

arthur russell, in all of your recordings after 1989, yr
voice sounds a little different because you were being
treated for throat cancer, yr first opportunistic infection.
you sounded like a 13 year old boy, the age you were when
you first left rural iowa and yr farm and the cornfields with
all those scarecrows. like all us other rural faggots, you fled
as soon as you could.

an ex-boyfriend of yours said something that i read
that you were afraid of scarecrows. but in new york where
you lived, there aren’t any scarecrows to be scared of. in
iowa, scarecrows scattered the landscape – fake bodies
strung up, left for dead, to ward off crows and other living
things.

the time and place where you lived in new york
similar bodies scattered the landscape. scattered in fields,
quarantined, also left for dead. where you lived on the
coast, those bodies weren’t filled with straw but with guts
and bones and blood. scarecrows, barely breathing, roving
the streets thirsty for young blood, ready to infect the
living. warding off crows and other living things.

i’m writing this between 5 and 6am and then i read
somewhere on the internet that this is the time of day you
were both born and died at, and how anchored you are in
time just as I am anchored in mine writing this about you
fifteen+ yeas later.

i try and remember what it was like getting fucked by
you last night, try and remember your sweet gay disco
breakdowns, try and tell the difference between the crazy
desire i felt last night, and all of the queer histories that

came before us. we piece together yr
life from the smallest of details that

exist of you on the internet and in
libraries though we know that

archives of you exist in
all the bodies of

yr lovers and
every 8track
buried in
some box. and
we assemble
these pieces
much how i
try and
assemble this
vague dream.

your body
was shipped

back to iowa
when you died. in

the end, this was
the place that become

your home, again. like the home that these smallest of
archives – queer histories written on our skin and in our
bones and blood – have become for me.
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Jermaine Stewart:
a letter for you

I want to thank you for expressing true, real queerness in the
80s world of fake, stylized androgyny.
Even though you had to watch
your words, we all know
what you were saying.
I want to thank you for
being a champion of
consent, communication, and
real connection between two
souls in such a shallow world.
Most of all, I want to thank you
for giving me a song that gets me
ready to go. An anthem that
reminds me, every time I’m about to
go out, what life is really all about.
“We don’t have to take our clothes
off, to have a good time”…
Love always.

*****

Jermaine,
When I hear those first
few beats, I always get
chills. That beautiful
melody, then your voice
kicks in and you hit me where it counts.
1986…What a time to write such a song. Were your friends
and lovers falling all around you? When I hear your voice,
sometimes death is all I can think about.
I wonder if you knew…
In any case, you were beautiful, and I want to thank you for
being so.
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“The sounds of his breath and the echo of body movements
I am no longer able to separate. And all of it mixing with the
stream of semen drifting over the line of my jaw and
collecting in a pool in a pocket created by the back of my
neck where it meets his upper thigh and abdomen. I become
vaguely aware of his hands cradling my skull and his face
appearing out of the hot sky leaning in and I’m lost in the
idea that at the exact moment of the kill, the owl’s eyes
are always closed, and I feel his tongue burning down my
throat and the car is in seizure and had a cop car pulled up
in that moment and had I possession of a gun, I’d have not
thought twice about opening fire.”
DAVID WOJNAROWICZ, CLOSE TO THE KNIVES

3 T E E N S K I L L 4 – N O M O T I V E
D A V I D W O J N A R O W I C Z

there are so many stories why his band was called 3
teens kill 4. the one that i first heard, and the only one that
i ever remember is that in 1989 in new york city there were
these 3 queer kids hanging out one night, and they were
approached by four random guys.

somewhere near the brooklyn bridge. and these guys
were yelling FAGGOTS!!! and running at them with pipes and
chains and stuff they’d found on the ground. and in the
chaos that followed, in the process of defending themselves
against the attack, the 3 queer kids ended up killing the 4
dudes assaulting them. and that all the newspaper headlines
that followed for weeks and weeks read things like
homosexual gang attacks unsuspecting pedestrians, and
killer gay gang strikes again, and then, 3 teens kill 4 – no
motive.

and there’s this photo i have of david wojnarowicz
lying in bed, without a shirt, smoking a cigarette, where he
looks half asleep and is so fucking dreamy i want to die
every time i look at it.

and i can’t think of anything else but these 3 kids and
the thousand things running through their heads in the split
moment between deciding to run, and deciding to stay. and
about this guy naming his gay hardcore band after this one
moment.

and this photo I have of him it looks like it was taken
by a lover. and the edges are a bit brown from the aging
darkroom chemicals eating away at the paper, from where
the stopbath didn’t reach all the corners. and i imagine this
photo – now taped next to my window – has been passed
from lover, to lover, to friend, to lover, passing from one
pair of faggot hands to another.
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"When I decided to wear make-up, it was very difficult
because for a male person, wearing make-up is a very

strange thing to do in the eyes of the masses.... Actually, it
began when I was a child in Germany. I had a good time
going to the opera at night as an extra on-stage, and I

enjoyed doing make-up there because I could do it without
being bothered. I've always felt very much related to the
theatre and music, yet I never found a way to do operatic

material seriously."
-Klaus Nomi, Nomi Song

Fine, his voice ranged
from very low to the
highest possible at
counter-tenor. Sure, he
came to New York from
Immenstadt, Bayern in
order to follow his dreams
of becoming a world
famous singer (which he
did). Super cool, he
used all these
stupid artist-
types to achieve
his dreams and
then discarded
these people like
the cum rags they were.

Ultimately, though, it is his attacks on reality and the
possible, through living on the frontlines, that inspire me
more than his abundant skill. We can say, "Don't dream it,
be it," but who really believes that? Honestly, just to have
his vision, that of a being from another time and place who
could come to Earth and somehow save us from our own
future, is more than many people could ever muster. To
then embody this equally dystopic and hopeful character
and live it, by all accounts, as his daily drag goes beyond
performance art or rock stardom.

"Well I think it's nice to be a little magical. Today we need
this. All that we can read in fairy tales or books, I think
somewhere it's all around us. But nowadays we can think

that this magic has been killed, and I try to make it survive
as long as possible."

This sentiment has so much love in it, almost more
than i can bear. What a struggle, what a thankless task:
resurrecting the fairies and spirits back into our daily lives.
Maybe he hoped to act as our ambassador, or to coax them
out by pretending that it was Aquarius o'clock, or just to
show the children where the magic hid so long ago—inside
each and every one of us. He channeled a ghost from the
future so well, in fact, that nearly everyone came to see
him as a thing, an it.

"Some people think I'm not human. That's why I can't eat,
can't have sex. I can't burp. I can't do anything really."

The movie Nomi Song attests to this, as so-called
friend after so-called friend dishes him in the grave and
constantly de-humanizes and de-sexualizes him.

I can't imagine the loneliness Klaus must have felt, but
one day i plan to experience another world as he may have.
His music, his voice, they take me to cold planets of brain-
busting beauty, to a future of 20/20-360° vision and colours
yet to be invented, of birds that flit from star to star
without wondering why. The more i listen, the less i feel
the heaviness of my body. As i study at his feet, he seems
to look me full in the face and smile through me at a joke
some stone told him a thousand years from now.
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1.
When at the tender age of seven someone asked what my
favorite group was, i squeaked "Queen." it was all my big
sister listened to, so invariably i followed suit. when she
moved onto hair metal, all her tapes became mine, and i
would revel in "Live Killers" as Freddie played the crowd like
a fiddle, effortlessly turning them out as the world's largest
choir ever.

2.
Not many people know that Freddie was Parsi (né Farrokh
Bulsara), just like lots of people ignored how queer he was
and how only a handful of people knew he was dying of aids
until the day before he finally got some rest. Seems like he
had to deal with lots of shame throughout his life, that
maybe being on stage gave him some freedom to live for
two hours at a time. What do you think it would have been
like to hang out with him, that maybe he would just start
humming randomly to himself in the middle of a
conversation or swish a little while washing dishes before
dashing to jot down some lyrics?

3.
It's hard to even picture him washing dishes though. If his
catsuit got wet, would it repel the water? As a gazillionaire,
wouldn't he just be able to afford a new dish each time he
wanted to eat something? Or did he wear people clothes
and do people things too? I mean, almost certainly, since he
was also people, but he seems like so much more than us,
god-like even. Which possibly he became after a while, if
what some people say is true and that humans create gods
by showering them in praise and adulation.

4.
In the future, we'll all be wearing catsuits. Computers
constructed into flexible fabric will be silkscreened and
bedazzled so that the internet, the internet of the future
called outernet and the social media of the future that

records 2 second, fully-immersable, 4D experiences can all
be accessed with a simple self-caress. It is my understanding
that Freddie knew how important body conscious technology
would become one day and wanted to model the versatility
of such an outfit for us. I find that quite generous of him.
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the mixtape
1. Klaus Nomi - Keys Of Life
2. Kofi & Kiki - 24 Hours In A Disco (instrumental)
3. Gil-Scott Heron - Third World Revolution
4. 3 Teens Kill 4 - Hold Up
5. Minty - Useless Man
6. Jermaine Stewart - We Don't Have To Take Our

Clothes Off
7. Geoffrey Karen Dior - Little Red Riding Hood (ft.

Stacey Q)
8. The B-52s - Work That Skirt
9. Ofra Haza - Lefelach Harimon
10. Esquerita - Laid Off
11. Elena Burke - Amor y Solfeo
12. Fela Ransome Kuti & Nigeria 70 - My Lady

Frustration
13. Arthur Russell - You Did Have The Right Thing When

You Put That Skylight In
14. Sylvester - Stars
15. Sharon Redd - Second To None
16. Patrick Cowley - Goin' Home
17. Queen - The Show Must Go On

downloadable at http://tinyurl.com/NeverLostMixtape

stalk the website to find out when issue #2 comes out!
culapp.wordpress.com/never-lost/

and pdfs of these zines are always free to download
from the site as well, though i sell them on etsy too

https://www.etsy.com/shop/Filthe

"Arthur Russell" and "David Wojnarowicz" written by LM
"Jermain Stewart" written and collage by Ash and friend
"Sylvester," "Arhur Russell," "Jermaine Stewart," "Klaus
Nomi," and "Freddie Mercury" drawn by Kerri
Flannigan ( warblestories.tumblr.com )
"Arthur Russell" colored by Dante
"Freddie Mercury" colored by Kia

cover designed using Gimp (gimp.org)
laid out using Scribus (scribus.net)
fonts downloaded from opendyslexic.org

Thanks to everyone for your support and patience
meow
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